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ABSTRACT

In improving railways for the future, artificial intelligence and machine learning were identified as top-priority technology systems that enable data-driven methods and predictive maintenance. A local survey using semi-structured interviews showed that the railway industry lags behind in adopting and implementing data-driven and machine-learning methods for predictive maintenance. Insights from international studies were found to be relevant in South Africa. Other implementation barriers were identified in the socio-economic and socio-political areas of South Africa. An action priority matrix and technology roadmap was developed to guide the South African railway industry towards the implementation of data-driven and machine learning-based predictive maintenance. The action priority matrix was developed by using a two-round Delphi technique to rank the prioritisation of the required activities. The research showed the importance of considering insights from both international studies and the local context when adopting and implementing technology systems to improve business objectives.

OPSOMMING

In die verbetering van spoorweë vir die toekoms, is kunsmatige intelligensie en masjienleer geïdentifiseer as top-prioriteit tegnologiestelsels wat data-gedrewe metodes en voorspellende instandhouding moontlik maak. ’n Plaaslike opname wat semi-gestruktureerde onderhoude gebruik het, het getoon dat die spoorwegbedryf agterbly met die aanvaarding en implementering van datagedrewe- en masjienleermetodes vir voorspellende instandhouding. Daar is gevind dat insigte uit internasionale studies relevant is in Suid-Afrika. Ander implementeringshindernisse is in die sosio-ekonomiese en sosio-politieke gebiede van Suid-Afrika. ’n Aksieprioriteitmatriks en tegnologie-padkaart is ontwikkel om die Suid-Afrikaanse spoorwegbedryf te lei tot die implementering van datagedrewe- en masjienleer-gebaseerde voorspellende instandhouding. Die aksieprioriteitmatriks is ontwikkel deur een twee-rondte Delphi-tegniek te gebruik om die prioritisering van die vereiste aktiwiteite te rangskik. Die navorsing het getoon hoe belangrik dit is om insigte uit beide internasionale studies en die plaaslike konteks in ag te neem wanneer tegnologiestelsels aangeneem en geïmplementeer word om besigheidsdoelwitte te verbeter.

1. INTRODUCTION: BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE OF RESEARCH

Data-driven decision-making and machine learning are increasingly becoming the main objectives for many organisations in the Fourth Industrial Revolution [1]. A survey that Navis did with global railway industry executives revealed that automation, integration of systems, artificial intelligence, and machine learning are the top priorities for improving railways in the future [2]. These technology systems are to ensure that
the high service demands of railways can be met through having improved asset and infrastructure availability, reliability, safety, and quality. It is also a requirement that maintenance managers make smart decisions to ensure the protection of asset conditions and network availability [3].

This research study was aimed at assisting the railway industry of South Africa to implement data-driven decision-making and machine learning-based predictive maintenance. The study began by performing a scoping literature review to evaluate the implementation progress in international studies in order to provide insight into data-driven and machine learning methods [4]. The review process was also aimed at identifying the benefits, barriers, and enablers of implementation. A qualitative case study through semi-structured interviews was then done to identify the local issues and the local status of the technology. The case study was combined with a two-round Delphi technique with a panel of twenty-five railway experts to rank the prioritisation of the activities required for implementation. The results of the Delphi technique were used to develop a specialised technology roadmap that could serve as a high-level integrated plan and framework for implementation. The benefits and limitations of the developed technology roadmap were then identified.

Given the research aims, the following research questions were defined:

1. What types of predictive maintenance, data-driven decision-making, and machine-learning technologies could the railway industry implement?
2. What are the benefits of implementation?
3. What are the barriers to implementation?
4. What are the enablers of implementation?
5. What is the expected implementation framework?
6. What benefits could be realised by using the developed technology roadmap for the organisation?
7. What are the realised shortcomings and limitations of using the developed technology roadmap for the organisation?

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

The literature review for this study began by describing the role of Industry 4.0 technologies and capabilities, the proposed framework required for successful implementation, and the process of predictive maintenance in the railway environment. A scoping literature review method was then presented, which was aimed at summarising the existing literature on international studies and answering the first four research questions.

The main themes of the research were defined first:

- Data-driven decision-making is making decisions based on data that involves collecting, analysing, and interpreting data to inform decisions [5].
- Machine learning is a domain that develops algorithms to produce an outcome that is based on previous data or experience [6]. The system can acquire and integrate knowledge that is fed through large-scale observation for improvement without programming [7].
- Predictive maintenance is a proactive approach that uses diagnostic and prognostic methods to ensure effective maintenance. It is widely recognised as one of the most efficient maintenance strategies, as it involves assessing the condition of an asset to plan maintenance activities for it carefully [8].

2.1. Industry 4.0 technologies, the implementation framework, and the process of predictive maintenance in the railway environment

2.1.1. The role of Industry 4.0 technologies in predictive maintenance

Industry 4.0 technologies are a wide variety of interdisciplinary technologies with different maturity levels that enable the advancement of digitisation, automation, and integration. The six design principles of Industry 4.0 identified by Hermann et al. - decentralisation, interoperability, virtualisation, service orientation, modularity, and real-time capability - are necessary for implementing machine learning in predictive maintenance. Improved decision-making is one of the promises and the potential that Industry 4.0 brings [9]. Machine learning is enabled by effectively capturing, storing, and managing large amounts
of data [3]. Sensor data and real-time condition monitoring techniques are better suited to collecting the state of the asset, and yield more accurate results than visual inspection and wayside condition monitoring systems. This technique, called ‘smart-monitoring’, enables accurate health prognosis through analysing signals from sensors mounted on the asset or infrastructure [8]. The increased number of analysed components and sensors is an enabler, as it improves the amount and quality of data available for the design of a better maintenance strategy [8].

2.1.2. The implementation framework for predictive maintenance

Mulders and Haarman [10] proposed a framework for predictive maintenance relevant to this research study. The framework began by identifying the different maturity levels of an organisation in how they monitor its assets. Level 1 uses visual inspections to gather data and make decisions, and conclusions are based completely on the expertise of the person performing the inspection. Level 2 uses both periodic inspections and instrument readouts. Level 3 uses real-time condition monitoring systems for the assets, and alarms are raised when assets operate beyond certain pre-established levels. Level 4 is where continuous real-time monitoring of the assets is done and predictive techniques are used to make maintenance decisions [10].

The six steps for digital success in predictive maintenance were outlined by Mulders and Haarman [10]. These fall within the project management and organisational alignment of a company, and are enabled through existing Internet of Things infrastructure management [10]:

1. The first step is having the organisation plot a predictive maintenance strategy by first evaluating its maturity level (1–4).
2. In the second step, the organisation should create pilot projects by selecting assets that are suitable for predictive maintenance. These assets will be used to demonstrate business value and set the proof of concepts in place.
3. Cross-functional teams should be created and provided with sufficient resources and the freedom to begin innovative ways of working. The evidence from early success will serve to win support and secure funding for a bigger rollout.
4. The third step requires the organisation to establish the capabilities required for successful implementation to be clearly defined from the lessons learned on the pilot assets. Then data analytics and reliability engineers should continually learn and enable the organisation to have highly skilled and competent people for data analytics.
5. A predictive maintenance strategy should be deployed across the assets of the organisation.
6. Support structures also need to be continually developed through data management.

That framework is important to consider when implementing the technology across the organisation; however, in answering research question five, a technology roadmap that presents specified tasks, important milestones, and technology capabilities was considered more suitable.

2.1.3. Predictive maintenance in the railway environment

The first level of the implementation framework is condition-based monitoring, which requires smart sensor technology. Smart sensors are necessary to monitor any deviation from ideal operating conditions. The second level is where the data acquired by the sensors is converted into useful information. At this stage, intelligent algorithms using machine-learning and data-mining techniques are used. This process leads to the cyber level, where information from different sources is combined in a central information hub to establish a cyberspace environment. At this level, the state of the operating assets is seen as a complete picture; additional tools can be used for deeper assessment. The next level is referred to as the cognitive level, where expert personnel can interface with the information to propose the required decision. Visualisation makes the cognitive level possible, and makes it an important part of the data-mining and data-preparation process to eliminate erroneous or missing measurements. The last level is the configuration stage, where the final instructions are accepted [11]. This framework is consistent with the predictive maintenance methodology by Yang et al. that was presented earlier, which breaks down the process into data-gathering from sensor data and maintenance data. The step is followed by data representation, modelling, and model fusion, after which predictive models are developed [12].
2.2. Scoping literature review

The scoping literature review was considered suitable for this kind of research, in which evidence of implemented strategies is emerging [13]. It was done according to the Arksey and O’Malley framework [14]. Figure 1 shows the flow chart of the scoping literature review process.

2.2.1. Research question one: What types of predictive-maintenance, data-driven decision-making, and machine-learning technology could the railway industry implement?

A review of the literature shows that there is an extensive study of machine-learning-based technologies and artificial intelligence across the world. Research has been done in the following countries: Italy, the United Kingdom, France, Germany, South Africa, Nigeria, Brazil, Russia, Greece, Turkey, Belgium, Sweden, Bangalore, India, Norway, Portugal, Japan, Canada, and China.

The main technologies and capabilities discussed in the study are real-time condition-monitoring and Internet-of-Things sensors, multi-sensors, accelerators, on-board and off-board data collecting systems, and instrumented railway vehicles, all of which enable the generation and collection of data; an integrated asset data management system such as the Systems Applications and Products in Data Processing (SAP) enterprise resource planning (ERP) tool; failure mode effects and criticality analysis (FMECA); and remote inspection [3][8]. Data mining was used to refine the existing datasets, and Matrix Laboratory (MATLAB2018b) was used to predict the remaining useful life and time-to-failure from existing historical failure data and maintenance data [15][16].

Cloud computing was selected as an effective tool for analysing operating data [11]. The common machine-learning techniques used were supervised machine learning, regression, classification, support vector machines, deep neural networks, and rule-based methods [17][18][12][19][20]. Unsupervised machine learning was used in cases where there was a lack of available labelled data [17]. Other important capabilities discussed in the studies are big data analytics, interoperability, decentralisation, modularity, and security.
Specific machine-learning models/algorithms used in the literature are listed below:

- SAP’s ERP to develop machine-learning classifiers [3]
- Deep-learning algorithms alongside regression and classification training [18]
- Multiple classification methods [22]
- Support vector machines [22]
- Statistical and symbolic artificial intelligence [5]
- MATLAB2018b’s diagnostic algorithm [16]
- Cepstral analysis [23]
- Genetic algorithm resource management and supervised machine learning [24]
- An auto-regressive moving average model [25]
- Combining classification, support vector machine regression, and clustering [12]
- Combining supervised and unsupervised machine learning techniques [17]

2.2.2. Research question two: What are the expected benefits of implementation?

The benefits of data-driven and machine-learning-based approaches include efficient decision-making in maintenance activities, planning and budgeting of maintenance activities, and better forecasting of maintenance needs [3][26][27][28]. Running safer trains with reduced adverse events and service interruptions also benefits the railway industry [15][29]. In addition, using these technologies provides the benefit of real-time asset health monitoring, enabling timely detection of deviations [16]. Furthermore, remote inspections can identify and resolve issues for assets operating in hazardous areas [30][31]. Maintenance managers can rely on systems and algorithms to provide precision [33][17]. Thus it may also significantly reduce the time required to address potential malfunctions, thereby increasing the lifespan of railway components and assets [16][32]. Furthermore, incorporating key performance indicators into the modelling enhances decision-making [15][34], and financial advantages, including avoiding costly corrective and unplanned maintenance and preventing wasteful inventory planning, may be achieved [15].

2.2.3. Research question three: What are the barriers to implementation?

The barriers to the implementation of data-driven decision-making and machine learning-based predictive maintenance can be divided into three main categories: technological, organisational, and ethical or socio-political. Technological barriers include the lack of data required to develop the machine learning models, the lack of the products required by the system, the challenge of selecting the correct model that would be useful for the required application, and the non-interpretability of the models and methods being used [33][34][19][35]. Organisational barriers include the risk of misaligning the systems with the business goal or the system not meeting the business-level goals, regulatory underdevelopment, and stakeholder resistance [8][36]. There will also be a requirement to upskill the workforce in data-science skills, and a high level of investment in the technologies is required [37][35]. A lack of standardisation and work organisation makes implementing the strategy difficult [35]. The organisational mindset and culture can also be resistant to change to data-driven decision-making methods. Top management in the organisation being ignorant can result in a lack of support for the strategy [36]. Uncertainty in the cost benefit of the system as it relates to the entire asset management of the assets is also an organisational barrier [8]. Ethical barriers relate to concerns over the replacement of jobs and over-reliance on technology [30].

2.2.4. Research question four: What are the enablers of implementation?

The enablers of data-driven decision-making and machine-learning-based predictive maintenance can be divided into three main categories: technological, financial, and organisational-level. The technological enablers are the availability of quality historical data and failure data of the assets, efficient data management processes, wheel acceleration data, and the ability to combine complex track data into a single parameter, as well as data fusion [3][29][28][27][26][16][34]. Computing power and the ability to integrate information across many sources and platforms are enablers. Interoperability, visualisation, decentralisation, real-time capability, information and communications technology infrastructure, modularity, skilled human capital, and cyber-security are all enablers of the strategy’s implementation [38]. Financial enablers include having access to low-cost software and the ability of an organisation to
have an integrated cost-benefit analysis of the entire asset management system [39]. Organisational enablers are a collaboration of initiatives and partnership networks [9]. A governance structure that oversees the activities of the system with the ability to veto and effective communication channels are also enablers in the organisation [40]. A leadership that steers towards data-driven methods and a composite team of experts enable strategy implementation [41]. The organisation also needs to have the appropriate promotion methods for data flow, clearly defined predictive maintenance requirements, and a change in the organisational culture and mindset that supports the strategy [42].

3. THEORETICAL AND CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

Data-driven methods require robust strategic planning, implementation, sustaining, organisational culture, and a mindset change [42]. An organisation's challenges in becoming a data-driven organisation include data, management, decision-making, and an organisational mindset and culture [1]. For this reason, a technology roadmap is the most suitable tool to show how an organisation can take advantage of the new opportunities provided by technology while also allowing alignment within different teams [43]. An understanding of the local issues to be considered and addressed is also necessary; this has been done using the technology, organisation, and environment theoretical framework developed by Tornatzky, Fleischer and Chakrabarti [44]. The framework was used to predict an organisation’s intention to adopt information systems and to understand the variables that influence the adoption of new technology [45]. For this reason, it was considered a suitable framework for determining the factors in implementing data-driven decision-making and machine learning-based predictive maintenance, as it addresses the variables involved in this study. Figure 2 shows the theoretical framework for the research study.

Figure 2: Theoretical framework

The technology roadmap was developed using a conceptual framework that illustrates how the elements were derived and how decisions were made. Figure 3 shows the conceptual framework for the research study.
4. METHODOLOGY

4.1. Research design

The study was conducted as a qualitative case study through the collection of primary data. The research was also conducted under two research paradigms. A positivist paradigm, which has an objectivist epistemological position and an ontology of realism, was used for research questions one, three, and four. This was because the positivist paradigm assumes that reality is independent of people [46]. Research questions two, six, and seven were conducted under a constructive research paradigm, which is based on the ontology that people construct different meanings informed by their experience and knowledge [47].

4.2. Population and sampling

The setting of the research was a railway organisation in South Africa. A judgemental sample [48] was used that included three methods of data collection:

- The semi-structured interviews were sent to fifteen railway experts; eight respondents participated in the interviews.
- The two-round Delphi technique was sent to twenty-five railway experts, and all twenty-five experts - from railway operations, information and communications technology, and maintenance departments - responded. Two elements that promoted variability in perspectives, skills, opinions, and independent sources in the Delphi technique were diversity in demographic characteristics and aspects related to professional experience and expertise [49].
- The final questionnaire was sent to the same twenty-five railway experts and to external experts in machine learning and railway engineering; only three respondents participated in this questionnaire.
5. RESEARCH RESULTS

5.1. Semi-structured interviews

The selected method of analysis was for the thematic analysis of the semi-structured interviews, using the technology, organisation, and environment (TOE) theoretical framework. Thematic analysis, facilitated by an initial coding process of the raw data, allowed the researcher to maintain coherence between the research objectives and results and to ensure validity [50].

The factors that affect implementation and that were identified in international studies through the literature review were compared with the local context of the South African railway industry. New variables were defined that were unique to the context of the study; however, it was found that most of the factors in the benefits, enablers, and barriers applied to the South African context as well.

1. What are the different types of predictive-maintenance, data-driven decision-making, and machine-learning technology that the railway industry could implement?

Key technology systems such as real-time capability, data analytics and machine-learning models, integration of systems, and Internet-of-Things technology and infrastructure were identified as technology that is still required in the organisation to implement data-driven decision-making and machine-learning predictive maintenance. According to Mulders and Haarman’s framework, the heavy haul railway industry of South Africa sits on maturity levels 1 (exclusively visual inspections), 2 (combination of visual and instrument measurements), and 3 (continuous real-time monitoring, with alerts given on the basis of pre-established rules) [10].

2. What advantages can be anticipated from implementing various technologies?

Benefits that could be realised were identified in asset management, operations, decision-making, and maintenance activities, which were also identified in the literature. The benefits are not met without barriers to implementation.

3. What are the barriers to implementation?

Many barriers were identified in relation to the technology, compared with those identified in the literature. Other barriers in South Africa's railway industry are national, ethical, economic, socio-economic, and socio-political issues. Theft and vandalism were uniquely identified as existing in the context of the South African railway industry. The reflective analysis done by the researcher acknowledged that these issues were because of the refined context of the research study. The issue of theft had been addressed in the organisation by using machine learning to predict the likelihood of theft in the rail network. With a modification of this application, the organisation would stand to benefit from it. The barriers identified in the organisation included resistance from trade unions and a lack of government support.

4. What are the enablers for implementation?

The necessary enablers for implementation were enablers of technology, the organisation, and finances. The technology enablers were mostly those already discussed in the literature study, with an emphasis on the technology for model revision and reassignment to keep benefitting from the technology, and a need to have an integration of systems. Organisational enablers were like those identified in the literature, with an emphasis on the requirement for buy-in from employees at every level, decision-makers, and trade unions; business cases to translate the technical benefits to financial key performance indicators; and a need for a formal programme to carry out the implementation. The financial enablers identified in the literature were found also to apply to the South African railway context, with an emphasis on having a cost-benefit analysis of the technology in the organisation to support its implementation.
5.2. The action priority matrix

The action priority matrix was developed from the prioritised ranking of expert opinions using the Delphi technique. The first step in conducting the Delphi technique was to generate statements and a weighting criterion to allow the participants to rate the ease of implementation and the impact of the implementation of the data-driven decision-making and machine-learning-based predictive maintenance. Statements (see Figure 4) were derived from the literature in a similar study by Gbadamosi et al. [30]. A pre-determined weight criterion was used to generate a four-point comparative Likert rating scale, in which respondents were required to rate ‘ease of implementation’ and ‘impact of implementation’. The number of panellists in the study, qualitative analytical skills, and statistical analytical skills provided enough confidence in the stability of the results and in the reliability and validity of the study [51].

5.2.1. Determining consensus from the Delphi technique

The analysis process of the Delphi technique was to identify a consensus on the priority of all the action items [52]. Descriptive statistics of the mean, mode, median, standard deviation, and coefficient of variation were calculated to determine the central tendency and consensus of each Delphi statement (see Figure 4). Three statistical variables were used to generate the consensus of the group: standard deviation, coefficient of variance, and mode frequency.

In the first round of the study, most of the respondents selected the following:

- The digitalisation of maintenance records, integration of alarms into maintenance schedules, and automation of real-time data analytics, all of which was rated as requiring only minimal effort level 1.
- Integration of geographic information system (GIS) data into a common data environment, and using quick response code/radio-frequency identification to detect assets automatically were moved to moderate effort level 2. Tasks that require digitalisation of data from hardware sensors, digital inspection, automatic fault detection, simulation of failure modes, visualisation, and installing smart sensors and integration of them into a common environment were rated as moderate level 2, as in the first round.
- Building information modelling, on-board scanners for continuous monitoring, developing machine-learning algorithms, using drones, having predictive monitoring, and integrating the train design information and embedded sensors into a common data environment were still rated as difficult but achievable at level 3, as in the first round.
- Last, tasks that were considered very difficult and that required maximum effort level 4 were combining sensors and virtual reality to allow real-time asset visualisation, using digital twins, pattern recognition, and having remote expert personnel who would use augmented reality, as in the first round. The results indicated that most of the experts did not change their opinions about the ease of implementation between the two rounds.

In the second round of the study, most of the respondents selected the following:

- Enabling of remote expert assistants or maintenance personnel using augmented reality; integrating wearable technologies with IoT sensors on assets; and augmented reality devices building information modelling were rated as moderate level 2.
- Attaching onboard scanners for continuous data acquisition; using drones for asset flagging; automatic fault detection; developing and using machine-learning algorithms; using QR code or RFID for asset identification; pattern recognition; digitalisation; and integration of train design information and embedded sensors into a common data environment were all rated as having considerable positive impact (level 3), as in the first round.
- Tasks that were rated to have the maximum positive impact (level 4) were implementing digital twins for real-time condition monitoring; combining IoT sensors and virtual reality; integrating alarms into maintenance schedules; digitisation of maintenance records; predictive condition monitoring; and automation of real-time analytics, as in the first round.

Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the change in the standard deviation and coefficient of variance between the two rounds.
Figure 4: The differences in the standard deviation of Delphi data in rounds one and two as shown in the Delphi statement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SD Round 2</th>
<th>SD Round 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">Develop supervised machine learning algorithms to identify...</a></td>
<td><a href="#">Develop supervised machine learning algorithms to identify...</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">Automatic fault detection through sensors</a></td>
<td><a href="#">Automatic fault detection through sensors</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">Install vibration sensors for automatic train detection</a></td>
<td><a href="#">Install vibration sensors for automatic train detection</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">Using QR code/RFID to automatically detect assets</a></td>
<td><a href="#">Using QR code/RFID to automatically detect assets</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">Combining IoT sensors, Virtual Reality (VR) and BIM, and for...</a></td>
<td><a href="#">Combining IoT sensors, Virtual Reality (VR) and BIM, and for...</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">Integrate wearable technologies with IoT sensors on assets...</a></td>
<td><a href="#">Integrate wearable technologies with IoT sensors on assets...</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">Attach onboard scanners to enable continuous asset data...</a></td>
<td><a href="#">Attach onboard scanners to enable continuous asset data...</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">Enable an automated system to update asset information</a></td>
<td><a href="#">Enable an automated system to update asset information</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">Using BIM (Building information modelling) for condition...</a></td>
<td><a href="#">Using BIM (Building information modelling) for condition...</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">Enablement of remote expert assistant or maintenance...</a></td>
<td><a href="#">Enablement of remote expert assistant or maintenance...</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">Digital twin implementation of assets using real-time condition...</a></td>
<td><a href="#">Digital twin implementation of assets using real-time condition...</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">Digital visualisation of data from hardware sensors and monitors...</a></td>
<td><a href="#">Digital visualisation of data from hardware sensors and monitors...</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">Integrate train embedded sensors data into common data...</a></td>
<td><a href="#">Integrate train embedded sensors data into common data...</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">Integrate Geographic Information System (GIS) data into...</a></td>
<td><a href="#">Integrate Geographic Information System (GIS) data into...</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">Visualise heat maps of maintenance tasks</a></td>
<td><a href="#">Visualise heat maps of maintenance tasks</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">Integrate maintenance staff communication from electronic job...</a></td>
<td><a href="#">Integrate maintenance staff communication from electronic job...</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">Integrate train design information and train embedded sensors...</a></td>
<td><a href="#">Integrate train design information and train embedded sensors...</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">Integrate alarms to maintenance schedules</a></td>
<td><a href="#">Integrate alarms to maintenance schedules</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">Simulation of new and existing failure modes based on...</a></td>
<td><a href="#">Simulation of new and existing failure modes based on...</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">Pattern recognition of new failure modes in assets</a></td>
<td><a href="#">Pattern recognition of new failure modes in assets</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">Predictive condition monitoring of assets</a></td>
<td><a href="#">Predictive condition monitoring of assets</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">Use supervised machine learning to predict the potential assets...</a></td>
<td><a href="#">Use supervised machine learning to predict the potential assets...</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">Develop supervised machine learning algorithms to identify...</a></td>
<td><a href="#">Develop supervised machine learning algorithms to identify...</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5: The differences in the coefficient of variation of Delphi data in rounds one and two as shown in the Delphi statement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CV Round 2</th>
<th>CV Round 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">Developing of real-time data analytics</a></td>
<td><a href="#">Developing of real-time data analytics</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">Automatic fault detection through sensors</a></td>
<td><a href="#">Automatic fault detection through sensors</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">Install vibration sensors for automatic train detection</a></td>
<td><a href="#">Install vibration sensors for automatic train detection</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">Using QR code/RFID to automatically detect assets</a></td>
<td><a href="#">Using QR code/RFID to automatically detect assets</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">Combining IoT sensors, Virtual Reality (VR) and BIM, and for...</a></td>
<td><a href="#">Combining IoT sensors, Virtual Reality (VR) and BIM, and for...</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">Integrate wearable technologies with IoT sensors on assets...</a></td>
<td><a href="#">Integrate wearable technologies with IoT sensors on assets...</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">Attach onboard scanners to enable continuous asset data...</a></td>
<td><a href="#">Attach onboard scanners to enable continuous asset data...</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">Enable an automated system to update asset information</a></td>
<td><a href="#">Enable an automated system to update asset information</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">Using BIM (Building information modelling) for condition...</a></td>
<td><a href="#">Using BIM (Building information modelling) for condition...</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">Enablement of remote expert assistant or maintenance...</a></td>
<td><a href="#">Enablement of remote expert assistant or maintenance...</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">Digital twin implementation of assets using real-time...</a></td>
<td><a href="#">Digital twin implementation of assets using real-time...</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">Digitalisation of maintenance records</a></td>
<td><a href="#">Digitalisation of maintenance records</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">Digital inspection of assets</a></td>
<td><a href="#">Digital inspection of assets</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">Digital visualisation of data from hardware sensors and monitors...</a></td>
<td><a href="#">Digital visualisation of data from hardware sensors and monitors...</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">Integrate train embedded sensors data into common data...</a></td>
<td><a href="#">Integrate train embedded sensors data into common data...</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">Integrate Geographic Information System (GIS) data into...</a></td>
<td><a href="#">Integrate Geographic Information System (GIS) data into...</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">Visualise heat maps of maintenance tasks</a></td>
<td><a href="#">Visualise heat maps of maintenance tasks</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">Integrate maintenance staff communication from electronic job...</a></td>
<td><a href="#">Integrate maintenance staff communication from electronic job...</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">Integrate train design information and train embedded sensors...</a></td>
<td><a href="#">Integrate train design information and train embedded sensors...</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">Integrate alarms to maintenance schedules</a></td>
<td><a href="#">Integrate alarms to maintenance schedules</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">Simulation of new and existing failure modes based on...</a></td>
<td><a href="#">Simulation of new and existing failure modes based on...</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">Pattern recognition of new failure modes in assets</a></td>
<td><a href="#">Pattern recognition of new failure modes in assets</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">Predictive condition monitoring of assets</a></td>
<td><a href="#">Predictive condition monitoring of assets</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">Use supervised machine learning to predict the potential assets...</a></td>
<td><a href="#">Use supervised machine learning to predict the potential assets...</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">Develop supervised machine learning algorithms to identify...</a></td>
<td><a href="#">Develop supervised machine learning algorithms to identify...</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

STANDARD DEVIATION

CV Round 2
CV Round 1

COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION

CV Round 2
CV Round 1
The decrease in the standard deviation and coefficient of variance shows that the group judgement moved towards consensus in the second round of the Delphi technique. Group judgement showed the least consensus on the task of integrating alarms into the maintenance schedule in the second round of the study.

5.2.2. **Transforming the action priority matrix into the technology roadmap**

The transformation of activities in the action priority matrix into a technology roadmap was done by listing them on the basis of the quadrant in which they were placed. The matrix assisted in ranking the activities, based on their relative impact and ease of implementation. Figure 6 shows the action priority matrix ranking order. The arrow shows the direction in which the prioritisation ranking of the activities in the action priority matrix was transformed into the technology roadmap.

![Figure 6: Action priority matrix ranking order](image)

The steps below were followed for the development of the technology roadmap:

1. **Step one: Assigning the high-priority activities.**
   Quadrant 1 - Quick wins: These are high-impact activities that require minimal effort, and they were prioritised first. They have a greater positive impact on objective achievement, and their benefits can be realised within a short period. They will assist the organisation to move closer to its desired results.

2. **Step two: Assigning medium-priority activities.**
   Quadrant 2 - Major projects: These are high-impact and the most difficult activities, which should be prioritised second.

3. **Step three: Assigning low-priority activities.**
   Quadrant 3 - Fill-ins: These are low-impact activities that require minimal effort, and are therefore prioritised third. The developed action priority matrix did not have activities in this quadrant, which led to moving to step 4.

4. **Step four: Assigning very low-priority activities**
   Quadrant 4 - Thankless tasks: These activities require a high degree of effort, but have a low impact on the objectives, and can therefore be scheduled last. Activities in this quadrant can be promoted, depending on the design requirements of the objectives’ achievement.

5.2.3. **The action priority matrix**

Figure 7 shows the action priority matrix for implementing data-driven decision-making and machine learning-based predictive maintenance.
Figure 7: Action priority matrix for implementing data-driven decision-making and machine learning-based predictive maintenance
5.2.4. The technology roadmap

Figure 8 shows the technology roadmap for implementing data-driven decision-making and machine-learning-based predictive maintenance in the South African railway industry. A company perspective [53] was used to develop the technology roadmap through a process of setting a vision, identifying gaps between the current reality and the vision, and identifying actions to bridge these gaps. The features of the roadmap were described according to the study by Mang Hang and Phaal [54].

Figure 8: The technology roadmap for the implementation of data-driven and machine-learning-based predictive maintenance in the South African railway industry
The Delphi technique revealed a consensus of opinions about the prioritisation of the activities required for implementation. Automation of maintenance activities, enabling predictive scheduled maintenance, and remote access and inspection of assets were identified as the top priority activities for implementation. The prioritisation of these activities was found to be consistent with studies by Gbadamosi et al. [30] of the implementation strategy of Internet-of-Things-enabled predictive assets monitoring and maintenance for the United Kingdom’s railway.

5.2.5. Research question six: What benefits can be realised by using the developed technology roadmap for the organisation?

The identified benefit of using the technology roadmap is that it promotes alignment within different teams in the organisation, as everyone is aware of the main objectives in developing data-driven decision-making and machine-learning-based predictive maintenance. This identified benefit matches the benefits in studies by Satoglu and Erdogan, who wrote that technology roadmaps assist in visualising outputs: goals, processes, and signs of progress in guiding and leading project teams [55][43]. The technology roadmap addresses the shortcomings of the current use and application of monitoring data. The last benefit addressed the importance of organisations having a plan, which was also identified by Satoglu and Erdogan, who wrote that technology roadmaps provide a high-level integrated plan and a common framework [43][55].

5.2.6. Research question seven: What are the realised shortcomings and limitations of using the developed technology roadmap for the organisation?

The limitations of the developed technology roadmap lie in specifying the timelines of the tasks in the roadmap. Geisler discussed this limitation, and argued that the design could reflect an underestimation of the time and effort required for adoption and implementation [56]. The technology roadmap is also limited in forecasting the ideal sequence and length of events. The amount of data required to create meaningful models is significantly underestimated in the technology roadmap, because integrating all of the sensors that gather the data is a lengthy process. The roadmap is also limited in specifying data-related tools that could emerge in this technology area [55][43].

6. DISCUSSION

The research suggests that the benefits of using data-driven decision-making and machine learning for predictive maintenance are not without barriers. The identified barriers were related to the required technology, the organisation, and ethics. For example, an investigation of the existing South African railway industry technology revealed that real-time capability, data analytics, machine-learning models, integration of systems, Internet-of-Things technology, and infrastructure would be required to steer the organisation towards data-driven decision-making and machine-learning-based predictive maintenance.

The local survey confirmed the findings of international studies on the benefits, barriers, and enablers of implementation. In addition to technological and organisational barriers, others that were identified locally were national, economic, socio-economic, and socio-political barriers that would strongly affect the implementation. The issue of theft and vandalism, which was uniquely identified and emphasised, also places the industry at the disadvantage of not being able to implement the proposed technology, decision-making strategy, and maintenance strategy. Organisational-level enablers that were identified included buy-in from employees at every level, decision-makers, and trade unions; business cases to translate the technical benefits into financial key performance indicators; cost-benefit analysis; and a need for a formal programme to carry out the implementation.

7. CONCLUSIONS

Railway systems around the world are being improved by implementing Internet-of-Things sensor technology, real-time condition monitoring, remote connectivity, remote inspection, data mining of collected asset data, diagnostic and prognostic tools, cloud-based storage, and machine vision. The South African railway industry lags behind in adopting and implementing the technology systems that would be required to promote data-driven and machine learning for predictive maintenance practices. Wayside condition monitoring components do not have a continuous real-time monitoring capability, and therefore do not provide the performance that would be necessary to implement data-driven decision-making and predictive maintenance [57].
The research results contribute to the sparse research on the adoption of Fourth Industrial Revolution-driven technology and practices in the South African railway context. The technology roadmap could be used as a framework to guide the implementation planning for using machine learning in the predictive maintenance of railway assets and infrastructure. The benefits of data-driven decision-making and machine-learning-based predictive maintenance are faced with many specified barriers to implementation in the technological, organisational, and environmental contexts, and reveal a major gap in technology adoption and readiness.

This research has contributed to the importance of an organisation considering its existing technology and identifying gaps and opportunities in the required capabilities to steer it towards a specific objective. It highlighted the highest-ranked capabilities that were required, which ought to be prioritised in planning to implement data-driven methods, machine learning, and predictive maintenance. The research results also indicate the need for managers to consider the lessons learned from international studies and from the local context when looking into adopting technology, and ensuring that the business objectives align with the required system capabilities. Managers need to address the local barriers to the technological, organisational, and external environment when it comes to implementing any technology that will provide value for the organisation.

8. RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUTURE STUDY

This research study was conducted on a South African railway organisation. Future research could investigate the implementation of the studied technology, decision-making strategy, and maintenance strategy in different industries. In addition, future research could address the specific areas of concern and enablers that have been highlighted as determinants of adopting and implementing the technology, decision-making strategy, and maintenance strategy discussed in this study. These could address the factors identified in the external environment of the organisation and the identified organisational-level enablers.
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